LMAX Exchange widens distribution of its TY3 liquidity by adding access via PrimeXM

London UK, 29 April 2015 – LMAX Exchange, the FCA regulated MTF for global FX and the UK’s
fastest growing technology firm, announced that it will widen the distribution of liquidity from its
Tokyo-based matching engine via PrimeXM.
The announcement comes after PrimeXM has completed the setup of an institutional grade hosting
infrastructure in TY3, with XCore execution engine and MT4 servers co-located and cross-connected
to LMAX Exchange liquidity.
Through the use of PrimeXM’s hosting framework, clients are able to access the unique no ‘Last
Look’ liquidity from LMAX Exchange at ultra-low latency and benefit from robust, reliable and
consistent execution, whether connecting via FIX or MT4, as a white label solution or through their
own MT4 server.
This is the latest step in expanding client access to LMAX Exchange liquidity into new regions and
trading segments.
Richard Bartlett, Head of Global Sales at PrimeXM, said: "This partnership demonstrates both firms’
on-going commitment to extending our market leading services throughout the globe. Any operation
that has a presence in the Asia Pacific region can now take advantage of this unique relationship, by
connecting to LMAX Exchange liquidity in TY3 at sub-millisecond speeds via the use of PrimeXM's
world renowned bridging and XCore technology. We have worked very closely with LMAX Exchange
on many successful projects over the last few years, and as both firms share the same passion for
being leaders in our respective fields, it made perfect sense to bolster our relationship further by
establishing this high quality offering in TY3. ”
Andreas Wigstrom, Head of International Development at LMAX Exchange, added: “Institutional
traders in Asia Pacific are an important growth segment for us, and we are excited to offer them
exchange quality execution and access to our streaming, firm limit order liquidity from top tier banks
and financial institutions, via PrimeXM’s leading technology and dedicated infrastructure in TY3.”
LMAX Exchange website: www.lmax.com
PrimeXM website: www.primexm.com
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Notes to Editors
About LMAX Exchange:
Ranked No.1 fastest growing technology firm in Britain (2014 Sunday Times, Tech Track 100), LMAX
Exchange is the leading MTF for FX, authorised and regulated by the FCA. Servicing retail brokers,
funds, corporates, asset managers and banks, LMAX Exchange delivers a unique vision for global FX
trading - a transparent, neutral, level playing field for all market participants, regardless of status,
size or activity levels.
The LMAX Exchange OPEN order book is driven by streaming, no ‘Last Look’ limit orders supplied by
General Member liquidity providers. LMAX Exchange offers a range of key products, including spot
FX, precious metals, commodities and equity indices, with complete pre and post-trade transparency
and order execution where no ‘last look’ is standard. Orders are executed in strict price/time priority
at an average speed of 4ms.
LMAX Exchange – the emerging benchmark for global FX.
Awards:
#1 Fastest Growing Tech Company in the UK – 2014 Sunday Times Tech Track 100
2015 Best FX Trading Venue - ECN/MTF - WSL Institutional Trading Awards
2014 Best Margin Sector Platform - Profit & Loss Readers’ Choice Awards
2014 Best FX Trading Venue - ECN/MTF - WSL Institutional Trading Awards
2014 Best Infrastructure/Technology Initiative - WSL Institutional Trading Awards
2013 #15 Fastest Growing Tech Company in the UK - Sunday Times Tech Track 100
2013 Best Overall Testing Project - The European Software Testing Awards
2013 Best Executing Venue - Forex Magnates Awards
2013 Best Margin Sector Platform - Profit & Loss Readers’ Choice Awards
2013 Best FX Trading Platform - ECN/MTF - WSL Institutional Trading Awards
2011 Best Trading System - Financial Sector Technology Awards
2011 Oracle's "Duke's Choice" - Innovative Programming Framework Award
LMAX Limited operates a multilateral trading facility (MTF). Authorised and regulated by the
Financial Conduct Authority, FCA Registered no. 509778.
www.lmax.com
About PrimeXM:
PrimeXM is a Swiss based technology provider, recognized globally as a leader in bridge aggregation
and institutional grade hosting solutions, providing bespoke ultra-low latency set-ups for FX Brokers,
Banks, LPs, Hedge Funds and Asset Management firms. Their main offering, the "XCore", is a state of
the art execution engine, co-located and cross-connected to over 50 tier-one LPs and industry
leading market makers; allowing clients to facilitate connectivity at sub-millisecond speeds, to
virtually any liquidity sources and front end trading platforms.
PrimeXM’s technology offering enables brokers to compose, customize and distribute their own
liquidity to other entities as well as individuals. Their highly advanced trading software is coupled

with a dedicated data-centre infrastructure in Equinix LD4, NY4 and TY3, which they fully own and
manage internally. This results in superior levels of system performance, reliability and scalability
that few others can compete with.
www.primexm.com
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